Stone Cuts
Mosaic, Random Veneer
Random, mosaic stone veneer is irregularly shaped with no definite pattern. Mosaic stone veneer can be used for chimneys,
fireplaces, interior and exterior walls. Also suitable for copings,
walkways or patios when a thicker stone is desirable.
Roughly Squared & Rectangular Veneer
Roughly squared and rectangular stone veneer is cut to approximate a more angular style but is not intentionally cut to be exact
90° squares and rectangles.
Ashlar Veneer
Ashlar stone veneer is a strip pattern consisting of stone which
are square and rectangular in shape but wider than they are tall
and set in a broken, running bond pattern.
Ledgestone
Thin strips of stone similar to ashlar veneer but generally
smaller heights, approximately 1” to 3”, depending on the
stone.
Irregular Flagging Stone
Irregular flagging is random, “broken” shapes with no definite
pattern. The top surface is the natural face of the stone revealing varying amounts of texture depending on the type of stone.
Sizes are suitable for walking on. Irregular flagging stones are
suitable for walkways, paths, patios, pool decks and can be used
for interior or exterior applications.
Dimensional, Random, Pattern Flagging
Random Pattern Flagging or Dimension Flagging refers to mixed
sizes of square and rectangular cut paving stones. Most Pattern
Flagging is cut undersized to allow for a joint. Many Pattern
Flaggings are only available in specific sizes.
Wallstone
Stone of suitable size and type for building walls either with or
without cement. Wallstones can vary from blocky, to thin, flat
or round shapes and can have varying amounts of small to large
pieces. All of these factors contribute to the final look of a wall.
A limited number of wallstones are also sorted by size and
shape such as Thinwall, Heavy Wall and Uniform Rise.
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